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July 10, 2015

New Job Or Promotion
  
The Square Golf Ball® can make a tremendous impact when the situation calls for something small, but 
unique and desirable, which is also personalized for a person and/or special occasion. Landing a new job, 
or gaining that sought after promotion are events that can make your gift of a personalized Square Golf 
Ball® mean the world. Plus, because of the unique nature of The Square Golf Ball® this item has an 
excellent chance of remaining on the new desk, inviting all co-workers to see and admire. Because we 
offer the ability to purchase just ONE unit, complete with custom imprint – you simply cannot go wrong, 
and you’ll be safe in knowing that your gift is unparalleled by any other gift. Turnaround time is 
short – so once you know the details, get in touch and let us help you build the best darn gift on the planet. 
The Square Golf Ball® is white, as are 99% of all traditional golf balls. The decision to not create The 
Square Golf Ball®in other base colors was made partly to separate this item from the toy category, and 
partly due to the imprinting potentials. White is the universal color for golf balls, and white allows 
virtually any logo or message to be cleaning and distinctively imprinted with excellent contrast. If a 
company made a request for a base color other than white, the request and all artwork would be examined 
and if deemed to produce a positive end product, the base color could be altered. The minimum order 
would be high, due to the fact that an entire production run of material will be affected. So far we have 
not had this actual request, other than the off-the-cuff question about other colors.
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